Uses for MasterMatrix VMAs
MasterMatrix VMAs can be used in virtually every concrete application. Concrete contractors can benefit from using concrete containing MasterMatrix VMA at low dosages to provide “more body” to facilitate pumping and finishing procedures. At higher dosages in self-consolidating concrete (SCC), MasterMatrix viscosity-modifying admixtures provide stability and serve as an “insurance policy” against segregation. The use of a VMA also increases the number of applications for SCC because more mixtures can be proportioned for a wider range of applications. Variations in aggregate moisture content, in particular that of the fine aggregate, and mixture ingredient batching can lead to segregation, excessive bleeding and SCC performance inconsistency. The use of a VMA in an SCC mixture can improve consistency and control segregation and bleeding in mixtures with excessive water contents, depending on VMA type.
MasterMatrix VMAs are also recommended for use in concrete containing “gap-graded” aggregates, lean concrete mixtures, and concrete containing coarse, manufactured sand as bleeding is controlled and rheological properties are improved to facilitate pumping and finishing, and improve surface appearance.
MasterMatrix VMAs are also ideal for use in concretes containing high coarse aggregate contents. An architectural exposed-aggregate precast panel is difficult to produce using conventional SCC because a high loading of coarse aggregate will have a tendency to segregate. This can cause a non-uniform appearance in the final product. The stabilizing effect of a VMA provides cohesiveness to the mixture and facilitates the use of higher coarse aggregate contents (> 1750 lb/yd^3 (1038 kg/m^3)) in this type of application. The net effect is a uniform exposed-aggregate finish.

Overview
MasterMatrix viscosity-modifying admixtures (VMA) are engineered and formulated to enhance concrete performance by modifying the viscosity and controlling the rheological properties of the concrete mixture. Concrete containing a VMA exhibits superior stability, even at high levels of fluidity, thus increasing resistance to segregation and facilitating easy placement.

Product in Focus
MasterMatrix®
Family of Viscosity-Modifying Admixtures
MasterMatrix VMA Products
VMAs can be categorized under two main groupings based on the mechanism by which they function; thickening-type or binding-type.

**Thickening-Type VMA** – Viscosity-modifying admixtures in this group function by thickening the concrete, making it very cohesive without significantly affecting the fluidity of the mix. By modifying the viscosity of a very fluid concrete mixture such as SCC, it becomes more stable and less prone to segregation during and after placement.

**Binding-Type VMA** – These VMAs function by binding water within the concrete mixture. This mechanism results in an increase in the viscosity of the mixture, while reducing or eliminating concrete bleeding. This type of VMA is more potent in modifying the viscosity of a SCC mixture compared to a thickening-type VMA. Concrete treated with a binding-type VMA also takes on a thixotropic characteristic, which means that fresh concrete may gel up if left in a mixing vessel, truck, or form without agitation. Simply re-mixing the concrete can restore workability. This characteristic in the plastic state will be apparent until the concrete begins to gain rigidity due to hydration.

MasterMatrix Viscosity-Modifying Admixture Products
MasterMatrix products are formulated to provide enhanced performance attributes in concrete. The MasterMatrix family of viscosity-modifying admixtures is comprised of three products. As a concrete producer or contractor, you have your choice of MasterMatrix VMA to meet your specific needs.

**MasterMatrix VMA 358**
- Thickening-type viscosity modifier
- Easy-to-dispense
- Controls bleeding

**MasterMatrix VMA 362**
- Thickening-type viscosity modifier
- Easy-to-dispense
- Controls bleeding
- Imparts thixotropic characteristics

**MasterMatrix VMA 450**
- Binding-type viscosity modifier
- Controls bleeding
- Imparts thixotropic characteristic to concrete mixture.

MasterMatrix VMA Features and Benefits
Whether you are meeting a daily concrete production schedule or developing high-performance concrete for a specific application, the premier line of MasterMatrix viscosity-modifying admixtures provides you with the additional flexibility and confidence to meet industry demands and challenges for quality concrete.

With MasterMatrix VMA admixtures, concrete producers and contractors can achieve desirable performance characteristics such as:
- Enhanced concrete viscosity
- Thixotropic properties
- Improved stability during transport and placement
- Enhanced pumpability
- Enhanced finishability
- Controlled bleeding

The unique features of MasterMatrix viscosity-modifying admixtures provide the following benefits for the entire construction team:
- Provides flexibility in mixture proportioning and batching
- Provides superior and predictable in-place concrete properties
- Reduces sagging helping plastic concrete maintain its shape on slopes and arches
- Facilitates production of highly-fluid concrete mixtures such as self-consolidating concrete
- Enhances surface appearance

Overall, a VMA can provide flexibility in mixture proportioning, enable the use of more normal mixture proportions without the need to increase fines content in SCC mixtures, and assure stability with varying mixture ingredients.

More Information
The Master Builders Solutions brand brings all of BASF’s expertise together to create chemical solutions for new construction, maintenance, repair and renovation of structures. Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained from more than a century in the construction industry. The know-how and experience of a global community of BASF construction experts form the core of Master Builders Solutions. We combine the right elements from our portfolio to solve your specific construction challenges. We collaborate across areas of expertise and regions and draw on the experience gained from countless construction projects worldwide. We leverage global BASF technologies, as well as our in-depth knowledge of local building needs, to develop innovations that help make you more successful and drive sustainable construction.

The comprehensive portfolio under the Master Builders Solutions brand encompasses concrete admixtures, cement additives, chemical solutions for underground construction, waterproofing solutions, sealants, concrete repair & protection solutions, performance grouts, performance flooring solutions.

LIMITED WARRANTY NOTICE
We warrant our products to be of good quality and will replace or, at our discretion, refund the purchase price of any products proved defective. Satisfactory results depend not only upon quality products, but also upon many factors beyond our control. Therefore, except for such replacement or refund, BASF MAKES NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, RESPECTING ITS PRODUCTS, and BASF shall have no other liability with respect thereto. Any claims regarding product defect must be received in writing within one (1) year from the date of shipment. User shall determine the suitability of the products for the intended use and assume all risks and liability in connection therewith. Any authorized change in the printed recommendations concerning the use of our products must bear the signature of the BASF Technical Manager.

This information and all further technical advice are based on BASF’s present knowledge and experience. However, BASF assumes no liability for providing such information and advice including the extent to which such information and advice may relate to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights. BASF SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS) OF ANY KIND. BASF reserves the right to make any changes according to technological progress or further developments.

*Effective January 1, 2014, the names of BASF’s Master Builders Solutions brand products have changed: Rheomac VMA 358 became MasterMatrix VMA 358
Rheomac VMA 362 became MasterMatrix VMA 362
Rheomac VMA 450 became MasterMatrix VMA 450